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In this paper we characterize diagonal operators from ZP into l,, 1 <p, 
q < co, by their entropy numbers. The results contain those of Marcus [ 161 
formulated in the language of c-entropy and Oloff [21]. Moreover, the 
remaining gaps in [ 16, 2 I] are tilled in the much more complicated situation 
where l<p<q<co. 
Furthermore, we extend the results to diagonal operators acting between 
Lorentz sequence spaces. It turns out that the computation of entropy 
numbers of diagonal operators can be reduced to the computation of certain 
entropy quasi-ideal norms of identity operators acting between the simple it- 
dimensional vector spaces I;. 
Finally, the entropy numbers are used for studying eigenvalue problems of 
factorable operators acting on Banach spaces. 
The statements of this paper are obtained using results and techniques 
recently proved and developed by the author in [4]. 
TERMINOLOGY 
In the sequel almost all notations and some basic definitions are adopted 
from 1241. Concerning interpolation theory we refer to [ 1, 271. 
The class of all (bounded linear) operators between arbitrary Banach 
spaces is denoted by 9, while i”(E, F) stands for the set of those operators 
acting from E into F. 
If x = (&) is a bounded sequence, then we put 
s,,(x) := inf(a > 0: card(k: ]&,I > a) < n}. 
In these case ]c,] > ]c2/ > ... > 0 it turns out that s,(x) = ]c, 1. Therefore 
(s,(x)) is called the non-increasing rearrangement of x. For 0 <p, u < CO the 
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Lorentz sequence space l,,U consists of all sequences x = (&) having a finite 
quasinorm 
IIxllp,n := ( f ,nl~f-sn(x),~) lb4 if O<u(co 
?I=1 
:= sup [n”%,(x)] if u=oo. 
Pf=l,Z,... 
For p = u we get the classical space of p-summable sequences which is 
denoted by [1,, I] ]I,]. The n-dimensional vector equipped with the norm ]I lip, 
1 &p Q co, is denoted by 1;. 
The scale of Lorentz sequence spaces is ordered lexicographically. This 
means that 
1 P,“, = Lt(2 if O<p<co, O<u,<u,<ca 
In the sequel, by p&p ,... ),p&,p ,... ), ,q(s,p ,...) ,... we always denote positive 
constants depending only on s, p,..., but not on the quantity n. 
1. ENTROPY NUMBERS,S-NUMBERS, AND OPERATOR IDEALS 
For every operator S E Y(E, F) the nth entropy number e,(S) is defined 
to be the intimum of all E > 0 such that there are y, ,...,y2”-, E I; for which 
*“-I 
S(U.E)E U (Yi+EUFI 
1 
holds. The sets U, and 17, are the closed unit balls of E and F, respectively. 
Roughly speaking, the asymptotic behaviour of e,(S) characterizes the 
“degree of compactness” of S. In particular, S is compact if and only if 
lim e,(S) = 0. 
The theory of entropy numbers was developed by Pietsch for the first time 
in [24, (12)]. H owever, certain functions inverse to the s-entropy already 
appeared in Mitjagin and Pelczyriski [ 191 and Triebel [28]. 
The concept of entropy numbers is related to that of s-entropy first studied 
by Pontrijagin and Schnirelman [26] in 1932. Further contributions are 
mainly due to Soviet mathematicans (e.g., [2, 131). For additional infor- 
mation the reader is referred to the monograph of Lorentz [ 151; see also 
[141* 
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The entropy numbers have the following nice properties of an additive and 
multiplicative s-number function [ 24, (12)] : 
monotonicity, 
ll~ll=e,(~)~e2(~)~~~~~0 for s E Y(E, F); 
additivity, 
e .+,-ds + TK e,(S) + e,(T) for S, T E LY(E, F); 
multiplicativity, 
e ,+,-@%e,(S)e,(T) for T E Y(E, F), S E P(F, G). 
Put 
and 
Ui’j :={S E L?: (e,(S)) E Z,,,} 
where K,,* is some norming constant; then [Uj$;L$] becomes a 
quasinormed operator ideal [24], (14.3). We write [Yy’; Lj”] instead of 
[Y~~;L~~~]. From the multiplicativity of the entropy numbers we get the 
useful product formula 
The definition of the product of quasinormed operator ideals comes from 
[24, (7.01. 
For our purpose we also need the following s-numbers: If S E Y(E, F) 
and n = 1, 2,..., then the nth Gelfand number and Kolmogorov number are 
defined by 
and 
c,(S) := ind{]]SJE,](: codim(A4) < n} 
d,(S) := inf( I] &S ]I: dim(N) < n), 
respectively. Here JE is the embedding map from A4 into E and Qg the 
canonical map from F onto F/N. 
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It should be mentioned that c := (c,) and d := (d,) are additive and 
multiplicative s-number functions [ 24, (1 1 )]. The quasinormed operator 
ideals [Pi:;; L$] and [&$f’:; Lif’: ] generated by the Gelfand numbers and 
Kolmogorov numbers, respectively, are defined analogously as above. 
2. ENTROPY QUASINORMS OF 
IDENTITY OPERATORS FROM Z; ONTO 1; 
The aim of this section is to estimate the entropy quasinorms 
Llej(Zn: I,” -+ 1:) of the identity operators Z,, from 1; onto 1: for 1 <p, q < co 
and n = 1, 2,.... The estimates given below improve those of [6; 24, 
(14.4.12)], for 1 < p < q < co, where an additional logarithmic term appears. 
For our purpose we need two known theorems. The first theorem is a result 
of [4]. 
THEOREM A. LetO<s<co,andO<t<oo. Then 
for all Banach spaces E and F. 
The following very striking result has been proved by Kashin [ 1 l] and 
Mitjagin [ 181. 
THEOREM B. There exists a constant p > 0 such that 
Ck(Zn: 1; + 1;) < p 
log3(n/k + 1) “2 
k I 
for k = 1, 2 ,..., n and n = 1, 2 ,.... 
Now we are able to prove the main statement of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 <p, q < co, l/s > max(l/p - l/q; 0), and 0 < t < co. 
Then 
Ljr,‘(Z,: Z; + Ii) < p(s, t,p, q) n”S+“q-“p 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Proof By Lemma 1 of [4], for the identity operator I,, on an arbitrary n- 
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dimensional Banach space we have L$(Z,) < p(s, t) n”” for n = 1, 2,.... Using 
this we obtain 
for 1 <q <p < co and n = 1, 2,.... 
Now we turn to the more complicated situation, where 1 <p < q < co. 
First we treat the case p = 1, q = 2. To do this let 0 < r < 2. Theorem B 
yields 
LEL(Z,: 1: -+ I;) = ,$lq, [k%,(Z,: z: + z;)] 
\ \ 
GPO ,:y~~ k l/r- 42 log3’*(n/k + 1) 
< pl(r) nl”- V2. 
From Theorem A we have i,pEk G YFb, and therefore by (241, (6.1.6) 
there exists a constant p2(r) such that 
for 0 < r < 2 and n = 1, 2,.... 
Analogously, if p = 2, q = co, from c,JZ,,: 2: -+ 1:) = d,(Z,: Z: + Z”,), Ref. 
[24], (11.7.6) we obtain, again by Theorem A, 
for 0 < r < 2 and n = 1, 2,.... 
Now we treat the case p = 1, q = co. Let 0 < w < 1; then we can find an r 
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with 0 < r < 2 and l/w = 2/r = l/r + I/r. Applying the estimates just 
obtained we get 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
In order to check the general case 1 <p < q < 00 we use interpolation 
properties of entropy numbers [ 24, (12.1.1 I)]. 
By (24, p. 1731, we have 
ek(Zn: 1; -+ Ii) ( 4e,(Z,: 1; -b I~)“p-“q. 
Assume l/s, > l/p - l/q and put w := sO( l/p - l/q) (< 1). Then 
L~~~m(zn: z; + 1;) < 4L’,q’,(Z: zy + I”,)“/“” 
< p&,, p, q) n”‘W- l)wIso 
& pa@, ,p, q) nl’Q+ 1’q- vp 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Finally, if l/s > l/p - l/q and 0 < t < co we choose s0 such that 
l/s > l/s, > l/p - l/q. From Lemma 2 of [4] we obtain the inequality 
for n = 1, 2,..., and thus by using the preceding estimate we obtain the 
required assertion 
LjTj(Z,: 1; 4 1;) <p(s, t,p, q) n1’s+ yq- vp for n = 1, 2,.... 
Remark. Recently Hollig [9] gave a direct proof for 
ek(Zn: I:- l”,)<p 
log2(n/k + 1) 
k ’ 
l<k<n. 
From this estimate we obtain also the satement of Theorem 1 in the case 
l<p<q<aI. 
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3. DIAGONAL OPERATORS BETWEEN lp SPACES 
In this section we deal with diagonal operators D E 4p(Z,,,, I ) defined by 
D(L$) := (criti) and generated by a sequence (Ui). In the following we give 
necessary and suffkient conditions for D to belong to LP$ 
The results given below extend those of Marcus [ 161, formulated in the 
language of s-entropy, and Oloff [21] to the nontrivial and interesting case 
1 <p < q < CO. It turns out that the characterization of diagonal operators 
by their entropy numbers follows from the behaviour of the entropy 
quasinorms Lje’(Z,: 1: + Ei) in Section 2. 
We start with a necessary condition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf l<p, q<co, l/r>max(l/q-l/p;O), O<t<co, 
and l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Then 
D E p:‘:(l,, k,) implies tail E lr,t* 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that ]ul/ > 
1 uz I 2 +** > 0. If D E Yip1y:(Z,,, I,) and uk = 0 for k > m then the statement is 
trivial. So we assume that ]u, / > /cr2/ > . . . > 0. Define operators 
J, E y(f,“, I,> and Q, E WI,, (3 by 
and 
Obviously, I/ J,,ll = 1) Q,,ll = 1 and D, = Q,DJ, is invertible. Clearly, the 
identity operator I,: I”, -t 1: can be factorized as follows: 
From [24], (12, 2.1), we have en(Zn: Z”, + I:) > (l/6) n and thus the 
multiplicativity of the entropy numbers yields 
(l/6) n Q en(Zn: 1; -, l;) 
~e,(Z,Q,DJ,:r::-I;)IlD,‘Z,:l~-Ir:Il 
< IIZ,: I,“+ Cl1 IIQ,ll e,(D) II J,ll IIZ,: 12 -+ Iill IIX’II 
< nl-‘/qe,,(D: Z,+ I,) nvp Ju,,-I. 
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Therefore 
Hence 
(l/6) 1% n ‘lp < e,(D: 1, + 1J for n = 1, 2,.... 
2 n”‘-’ IonIf Q 6’2 
,+,- $$“/P- ‘/9’e;(D) 
n=l 1 
m 
< 6’T #-‘e’,(D) < a. 
This implies (0,) E Z,,,. 
Now we prove the sufficiency of the above condition. 
PROPOSITION 2. If 1 <p, q < co, l/r > max(l/q - l/p; 0), 0 < t < a, 
and l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Then 
tail E lr,t implies 
Proof First we consider the special case where (pi) E I,,, . We may 
again assume that la,1 > /cr21 > . . . > 0. Define canonical operators 
J(k) E Y($‘, 2,) and Qtk’ E 4p(l,, 1;“) by 
and 
J(k'(t 1)...) &k) := (0; 0, o;...; Cl )...) <*k; 0,0 )...) 
Q("'(t, ,..., t,,...) := (&k, . . . . &-i-J for k > 0. 
Clearly, )I Jck’ 11 = II Qck’ II = 1. 
In the sequel the identity operator of the 2k-dimensional vector space is 
denoted by fk). Furthermore we define Dtk’ E .Y(fi”, 1:“) for k > 0 by 
Obviously, D = Crzo J’k’D’k’Q’k’, where Q’“’ E 4p(Z,, Ii”), Dck’ E Y($‘, Ii”) 
and J(k) E 4P(lik, Z,). 
Now, choose s such that l/s > l/r + l/p - l/q. Then by Theorem 1 of 
Section 2 we have 
L’e’(D’k’: fk -+ I;“) < Ly’(l’k’: 1;” + 1;“) 11 Dck’: I;” + l;“l[ s P 
<p&,p,q) 2k(“s+“q-up) lazkl. 
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Since Lr' is equivalent o an a := a(s) ideal norm [24], (6.2.5), it follows, 
because of l/s - l/r + I/q - l/p > 0, that 
m-1 
; J’k’D’k’Q’k’ < ) ,p,(s) (~~LI"(J'*)D(~)Q(*))") vu 
0 
s P,(S) (%' lIJfk)lla Lje'(D,)" ~~Q'k)~fa)"a 
( 
m-1 
<p2(s,p,q) 1 2ka("s+"q--p) 
0 
102kl") 1'a 
m-l ‘/a 
\’ 2ka(lls-l/r+ l/q-l/p) 
7 
This implies 
m-l 
p-lwse2m~, C fk’D’k’@k 
1 
< pq(s, r, p, q) p1/s - 1/r + l/q - 1/p) 
0 
and, consequently, 
i 
m-1 
e2+, ; .I(~)D(~)Q(~) ~~(r,p,q)2m(-~'+~~-~~). 
1 
In order to estimate the remainder 2,” J'k'D'k'Q'k' we choose s such that 
l/r + l/p - I/q > l/s > max( l/p - l/q; 0). This is possible since l/r > 
max( l/q - I/p; 0). Because of l/s - l/r + l/q - l/p < 0 we get 
<P,(S) 
‘/a 
ko(l/s- l/rt l/q- l/p,) 
l/a 
sp,(s) yc1ls-1/rtl/s-l/p) 2 2kdlls-W+Vq-V~) 
1 
by estimates imilar to those used before. 
Thus 
ezm_, 2 J’k’D’k’Q’k’ ,< pscr, p, q) 2”‘- Vr+ 1’q-1’p’. 
m 
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The additivity of the entropy numbers yields 
e,,(D) < e&D) 
< P&,P, 4) 2 In-Vrtllq--l/P) 
If n is a natural number we take m such that 2” < n < 2m+‘. By the 
monotonicity of the entropy numbers and the preceding estimate we obtain 
e,(D) < e,,(D) < p9(r,p, q) 2mc-“r+“q-“p) 
GPIO ,p,q)2(mt1)(~I/r+I/q~IlP) 
(r 
~Plo(r,p,q)n-“‘+“q-“p. 
Hence 
D E y::k(l,, f,> for l/s = l/r + I/p - l/q. 
Finally, the remaining part can be checked by real interpolation: If 
0 < so < S, < co, 0 < 0 < 1, and l/s = (1 - 0)/s, + O/s, then 
Ff?;!t,<E9 a Qq!,,(~~ J9)e.t z e:,‘m F) for 0 < t,,t,,t< co. 
The proof of this fact can be carried out in the same way as the proof of 
Theorem 14 in [25]. Furthermore we use the following classical interpolation 
result (cf. [I, 271): 
(~ro.lo’ b,.&.t = b,t forO<r,<r,< co, O<O< 1, 
1 1-o 0 -= 
r -+I;, r. 
0 < to, t,,t< 00. 
Now, given an exponent r with l/r > max( l/q - l/p; 0) we can find ro, r, 
and 0 such that l/r, > l/r > l/r, > max(l/q - l/p; 0) and l/r = 
(1 - 0)/r, + O/r,. As already shown for the operator q transforming every 
sequence (uk) into the diagonal operator D we have 
0: k,., + ~&(1,, I,), 
where l/si = l/r, + l/p - l/q, i = 0, 1. Applying the preceding interpolation 
formulas we obtain 
with l/s = (1 - 0)/s, + O/s, = l/r + l/p - l/q. This completes the proof. 
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Summarizing Propositions 1 and 2 we can establish 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 <p, q < co, l/r > max(l/q - l/p; 0), 0 < t < co, and 
l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Then 
D E Y:‘)(I,, 1,) ifand only if Cai) E lr,ts 
Remarks. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 we get the 
classical result of Mitjagin 1171 originally formulated in the language of E- 
entropy, which says that the components Yiei on the Hilbert space coincide 
with the well-known Schatten classes Ls”,,l; cf. [29]. 
The results of Marcus [ 161 and Oloff [2 11, mentioned above, are 
contained in the statement of Theorem 2 in the case co >p 2 q > 1. The 
statement of Theorem 2 in the case 1 <p <q < co possesses interesting 
applications to eigenvalue problems of operators acting on Banach spaces 
and also applications in the theory of probability; cf. [8, 161. In [S], 
Theorem 2 was also used to characterize embedding maps between Besov 
spaces by entropy numbers. In this paper the famous results of Birman and 
Solomjak [2] and Triebel 1281 are obtained and extended to the unknown 
cases in 12, 281. 
4. DIAGONAL OPERATORS BETWEEN LORENTZ SEQUENCE SPACES 
Under special assumptions the Lorentz sequence spaces can be normed: If 
1 <p< co and I<u<co then 
IIxII,,, := (2 [nllp-vu-l :I s*(x)]‘) “’ for 1 <u < co 
I 
.- sup *- I<n<co [ 
,1/p- ’ t Sk(X) 
I 
foru= co 
&=I 
defines an equivalent norm on I,,“. 
In the sequel we extend the statements of the preceding section to diagonal 
operators acting from I,,” into 14.0, l<p,q<oo, l<u,u<co.Itturnsout 
that the characterization of diagonal operators belonging to the entropy 
ideals Y@‘(Z s,t B,u, I,& does not depend on the indices u and u of the 
underlying Lorentz sequence spaces. 
We again start with the necessary condition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 1 cp, q < co, 1 <u, v< co, l/r > max(l/q- 
I/p; 0), 0 < t < 00, and l/s = l/r + l/p - I/q. Then 
implies 
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The proof of this statement is analogous to that of Proposition 1. Now we 
turn to the suffkiency of the condition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 1 cp, q < co, 1 < u, u < co, l/r > max(l/q - 
l/p; 0), 0 < t < co, and l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Then 
(Oil E lr,t implies 
ProoJ: First we show that (a,) E I,,, implies D E Y$,(Z,,oo, I,,,) for 
I/r > max( l/q - l/p; 0) and l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Since l/r > max( l/q - 
l/p; 0) we can find po, q. such that p > po, q. > q, and l/r > 
max(l/q, - l/p,;O). By a result of Oloff (211, the operator D E 9(1,,,, l,,,) 
can be factorized with diagonal operators D,, D, and d as 
where the generating sequences of these diagonal operators satisfy the con- 
ditions 
and 
Applying Theorem 2 of the preceding section to the operator d we obtain 
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Thus the ideal property of the classes 4pie& yields 
Now the preceding result can be improved by real interpolation: Given an 
exponent r with l/r > max(l/q - I/p; 0) we can find rO, rl, and 0 such that 
l/r, > l/r > l/r, > max( l/q - l/p; 0) and l/r = (1 - O)/r, + O/r,. As 
already shown for the operator u transforming every sequence (uk) into the 
diagonal operator D we have 
0: hi,, + e:!&p,m~ L,), 
where l/s, = l/ri + l/p - l/q, i = 0, 1. Applying the interpolation formulas 
given in the proof of Proposition 2 we get 
0: L+e’,‘(~p,m &J 
with l/s = (1 - 0)/s, + O/s, = l/r + l/p - l/q. 
The general case, where (ai) E fr,t, D E Ip(E,,,, 14,“), can be checked from 
the result just obtained using the ideal property of the classes 9::) and the 
factorization diagram 
where I is the identity operator. 
Summarizing Propositions 3 and 4 we can establish 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 <p, q < co, 1 < U, u < co, l/r > max(l/q - l/p; 0), 
0 < I < 00, and l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Then 
ifand only if C”i) E Ir,t* 
5. EIGENVALUE DISTRIBUTIONS OF FACTORABLE OPERATORS 
An operator S E iP(E, F) is called an (r, t/p, q)-factorable operator, 
0 < r < co, 0 < t < co, 1 <p, q < co, iff there exists a commutative diagram 
640/32/2-S 
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such that D E A@(/,,, , I,,,) is a diagonal operator of the form D(&) = (ai&) 
with (ci) E Ir,l, l/r > max( l/q - l/p; 0), A E ip(E, I,,,) and YE 9(1,,, , F). 
The class of these operators is denoted by s7;r,rlP,4j. 
In this section we apply the preceding results to eigenvalue problems of 
factorable operators acting on arbitrary (complex) Banach spaces. For 
1 < p < q < co we show that the sequence of eigenvalues (A,(S)) of operators 
SEF (r,llp,9j(E,E) belongs to certain Lorentz sequence spaces I,,,. In this 
connection the eigenvalues 1,(S) of S are ordered in nonincreasing absolute 
values and counted according to their algebraic multiplicities. The results 
given below complement those obtained in [3, 10, 121 for nuclear operators. 
For our purpose we need a further result of [4] (cf. also [7]). 
THEOREM C. Let S E F(E, E) be a compact operator on a (complex) 
Banach space. Then 
MSI G &fen+ AV 
for n = 1, 2,.... 
Now we can state 
THEOREM 4. Let l<p<q<o3, O<r<co, O<t<co, and 
l/s = l/r + l/p - l/q. Then (A,(S)) E ls,t for any S E qr,l,p,qf(E, E) and 
any E. 
ProoJ Assume S E qr,UP,4, (E, E). Then by the definition of these 
operators we have the factorization diagram 
E ‘+E 
A 
I T 
Y. 
1 P300 a /,,I 
By Theorem 3, DE -@)(f S,t p,m, l,,,) for l/s = l/r + l/p- l/q, and thus, 
S f .V’ir;‘(E, E). Now, Theorem C yields the desired assertion 
The conclusion in Theorem 4 is optimal in the sense of 
PROPOSITION 5. Let l<p<q<co, O<r<oo, O<t<oO, and l/s= 
l/r + l/p - l/q. Then for any t, < t there exists a diagonal operator 
D E &,l/p,4d~p,m 3 l,,,> such that th@)) @ Lo. 
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Proof: Given a diagonal operator D: I,,, -+ lpqm generated by a sequence 
(f-J/J E L,A4Jo with l/s = l/r + l/p - I/q and c, ( t. Obviously, (A,(D)) 6$ 
1 s.,O. However, D belongs to Tr,Up,qj(Zp,oo, 1,,,) because of 
where D, and D, are diagonal operators generated by sequences (al”) E l,,, 
and (us”) E I,,, , for l/v = l/p - I/q. Such a decomposition of D exists 
according to a result of Oloff [21]. 
Remark. For a detailed study of eigenvalues of factorable operators in 
the case 1 < q <p < 00 one has to use the concept of Weyl numbers recently 
developed by Pietsch [25]. 
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